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Thank you, Donnell, for challenging me to "live up to" your offer of "proof!!"  
 
I offer my own welcome to parents, grandparents, siblings, relatives, and friends who 
have come to witness these students initiated into Phi Beta Kappa.  Thank you for your 
faith in and support of this college, thank you for your presence here today, and thank 
you for the loan of these extraordinary young scholars. 
 
Thank you to my colleagues in the Chapter, on whose behalf I am honored to speak.   
 
And, most of all, my congratulations to you, the new members of PBK, to whom I speak.  
You and I are leaving - being launched from - F&M together; you to "commence" your 
larger lives, and me to "commence" my retirement!  This marvelous college has been 
special for me, so I offer a special thank you to you, as stand-ins for 30 years worth of 
wonderful students.  
 
PASSAGE NOT READ  Several years ago, I heard the columnist William Safire speak 
as part of a panel discussion at a professional meeting.  Safire was asked whom he 
attempted to convince when he wrote a column, and his response was that he did not 
try to convince anyone; rather, he wrote columns as an exercise to help him decide 
what he himself thought about a particular matter.  I will grant that Safire may have been 
a tad disingenuous, but I appreciate his framing.   
 
What I will share with you, in the brief time available to me, are key points in my 
understanding of what a liberal arts education entails - what it promises - , a bit about 
my own perspective as a personality psychologist, and finally some musings regarding 
challenges - or contingencies (unpredicted circumstances) - that you exemplary soon-
to-be graduates, will confront in your attempt to deliver - on the promise of a liberal 
education. 
 
I.  Liberal education 
 
So, what does a "liberal education" entail? I not will presume to offer a comprehensive 
answer; rather, let me prime my later discussion by mentioning three elements of a 
liberal education, which you may not have considered. 
 
 A.  Henry Crimmel (1993) in a diatribe of a book that I selected for a faculty 
reading group on liberal education that I organized in 2003-2004, defined "the ideal of 
liberal education" as producing students who possess "the capacity and the 
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inclination for rational action" where rational action is predicated on knowledge of 
reality ["empirical"; what IS] and ideality ["normative"; what SHOULD BE].  His 
conjunction of reality and ideality is provocative, but so is conjunction of capacity and 
inclination.  We rightly focus on what intellectual capacities students acquire, but we 
may fail to recognize that an equally important question is students' inclination to use 
their capacities - to choose to put them into action.  When our Mission Statement 
references "life long learning," it is pointing toward this inclination question.  I hope that 
your liberal education has transformed you, become part of you, such that you will self-
consciously and insistently apply it, rather than file it away. 
 
 B.  Critical thinking frequently is mentioned as a key aspect of liberal education, 
as well it should be, but it is captured for me in a particular phrase: 
  "Nullius [addictus judicare in verba magistri"; be not obliged to swear 
allegiance to any master - take no one's word for it, or show me the evidence]; based on 
one of Horace's epistles, and motto of Royal Society of London.  At F&M, we refer to 
this as a "culture of evidence," to indicate that various disciplines rely on various types 
of evidence to subject their hypotheses to "risk of disconfirmation;" that all opinions are 
NOT equally valid; and that no claim is "off limits" for examination. 
 
 PASSSAGE NOT READ C.  How we teach, not (just) what we teach  
 We have just completed a curriculum revision at F&M, replacing the previous 
Foundation courses with two new tiers of Connections courses, designed to introduce 
students to (shared) tools for intellectual pursuits and interaction.  I find this new 
approach very interesting - I wish that I were staying to participate in it!  But I 
increasingly find myself thinking - from a liberal arts perspective - that how we teach is 
as important as what we teach.  Consider one example:  Crimmel rejected the 
"specialized" knowledge acquired through the major as providing non-liberal, 
professionally-oriented material, the principles and methods of which cannot themselves 
be subject to criticism [the sine qua non of liberal education, per my second point, 
above]; however, the way I and my colleagues understand - and have participated in 
providing - disciplinary courses, they DO entail - they demand - just such critical 
analysis of content, method, methodology, and history.  Indeed, in my experience, major 
courses - especially small and intensive upper level seminars - epitomize the liberal arts 
ideals of critical inquiry, connection, and application.  The commitment to "major" depth 
is warranted, for me, by this intensive approach - an approach, I hasten to add, that is 
markedly absent in courses with the same name, taught at other institutions.  Moreover, 
this perspective substantiates what often is missing, namely a clear sense that liberal 
education is a four-year phenomenon. 
 
 C.  To what end? 
Finally, consistent with my point above regarding "inclination," a critical aspect of a 
liberal education is the emphasis on developing a kind of moral compass (or in a more 
contemporary form, a GPS app) for orienting us toward actions and values that matter, 
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toward a satisfying and "good" life, rather than a mere pragmatic concern with personal 
interests and material gratification.  
 My retirement process has been deeply gratifying, because stimulated by 
gracious comments of my colleagues, I have reflected on what it has been about my 
career at F&M that has mattered the most - the gratification and hope that I have 
received from mentoring colleagues and shaping students. The positive outcomes from 
Erik Erikson's last two developmental stages [at this point in my life, I resist referring to 
them as "final" stages!] entail Generativity (care for the next generation) and Ego 
Integrity (a sense of satisfaction or peace, with the course and outcomes of one's life).  
Those issues have become increasing salient for me, as they eventually will for you, 
and I urge you to get a head start in thinking about them!  Liberal education at its best 
and fullest, presages, encourages, demands! - anticipatory reflection on and preparation 
for those ultimate questions - attending to what it is in life that matters.  Don't wait too 
long, or be too busy, to think about the actions and values that will foster that sense of 
generativity and ego integrity.  One of my father's favorite expressions was "noblesse 
oblige" - nobility obligates one - to use advantages to make a difference.  Yes, this was 
presumptuous and elitist in the original, but you HAVE been "enobled" by receiving this 
liberal education, and I hope that you will feel obligated to use it - A liberal arts 
education is "not (just) for profit" in the title of a recent Martha Nussbaum book - but for 
developing the sense of meaning, hope, and humanity that will guide you - compel you - 
to work to make a difference.  THAT is the ultimate "promise" of a liberal education. 
 
PASSAGE NOT READ  It is in THESE respects - these approaches and emphases - 
not just smaller classes and more personable, accessible faculty, that a liberal arts 
college differs from a university - their fundamental purpose is undergraduate liberal 
education, with its "disinterested pursuit of truth and intrinsically valuable action" and 
"academic cross-training" [Thomas Cech's term].  In contrast to Robert Hutchins' 
definition of a university as "a collection of academic departments held together by a 
central heating system" or Clark Kerr's definition as "a series of individual faculty 
entrepreneurs held together by a common grievance over parking" [both quoted in 
Crimmel, 1993], a "college," is a community - a "gestalt", "connected" not by a 
grievance or a physical infrastructure, but by a commitment - a commitment to the 
principles of liberal education. 
 
And what of F&M?  A liberal arts college is a fragile organism, an endangered species, 
in the educational landscape.  And for me, the most salient of the enormous challenges 
that the College confronts in its OWN efforts to "deliver on its promise" of a liberal 
education include: First, identifying and assertively articulating a sense of institutional 
identity - our characteristic means, as distinct from our mission - to produce the 
outcomes to which we aspire.  Echoing an Inaugural address I recently heard, let me 
suggest that we focus on what F&M is "on our best day."  What is our distinctive, 
aspirational, approach to education, and how can we prioritize our funding and functions 
to maximize the prevalence - the availability and the impact - of those activities and 
approaches?  And Second, confronting the challenge between fiscal necessity and 
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institutional size.  Too much growth inherently threatens our institutional integrity and 
core aspirations, because the personalized and intensive education that we provide is 
so size-sensitive.  That education is constrained by our functional student:faculty ratio - 
our capacity to maximize availability of the highest quality, most motivated faculty 
members to work intensely with individual engaged students. Our ability to implement 
that individualized education can only be diluted so far and for so long.   
Just as President Porterfield is "delivering on the promise" of extending our liberal arts 
education to previously underserved domains of promising students - an initiative that I 
strongly support - so also must we ensure that we "deliver on our promise" to provide 
those students - and ALL our students - once they arrive at F&M, with the fullest 
possible implementation of what we know we can do.  
 
II.  JBC  
Looking back across these (now 30) years at F&M, I see that my theoretical orientation 
is both the same and different:  
 A.  I am more committed to understanding individual lives as a legitimate, 
meaningful, important, and perhaps even ultimate focus for psychological inquiry; 
echoing Gordon Allport, I embrace "laws" that account for individuality, and I 
increasingly gravitate toward personality theories that address the trajectory of those 
lives, such as Dan McAdams' account of narrative identities, although McAdams 
describes an excessively consistent and linear life trajectory.  I am inclined, both 
personally and professionally, to view life paths as less intentional, less consistent, and 
less planned - more frequently diverted by unanticipated circumstances and 
experiences - such that we may well find ourselves in territories we neither sought nor 
could have predicted.  Circumstances, opportunities, and demands, as well as the 
surfacing of unacknowledged aspects of our self, are co-authors - or at least editors - of 
our life narratives. 
 
 B.  Correspondingly, I have become more attentive to the power of 
circumstances in altering existing individual trends/trajectories.  Situations matter.  
Remember Clint Eastwood's character in the movie Unforgiven - Will Money - who said 
"I ain't like that no more" - and then in fact he acted like that WHEN HE RE-ENTERED 
THAT SITUATION.  But situations are NOT AUTONOMOUS determinants of behavior - 
we can influence how we respond and whether we take advantage of them.  Major 
events WILL affect us, but if we are MINDFUL we can influence HOW they affect us. So 
personality is NOT precluded by situation main effects - rather, personality and situation 
INTERACT, reflecting our own expectations, values, and guiding sense of identity. 
 
 C.  Along with the resulting certainty that individual behaviors are more contingent, 
more multiply determined, and therefore more difficult to predict, than most people/psy'ists 
assume, I increasingly am struck by the extent to which individual lives represent a 
random walk.  That is, we encounter a chance event, that leads us to another, and 
another: you are closed out of one class, so you (reluctantly) choose another, which leads 
you to an unanticipated major, which leads you to a graduate school, which leads you to a 
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job at which you meet you spouse, and where a colleague excites you about a new 
research line, which leads.... etc.: a sequential connected, but unpredictable chain of 
events - human lives all too often are non-linear, with profound consequences.  What is 
the line, "If you want to make God laugh, tell him your plans."  As another example, 
consider my favorite Steven Jay Gould essay12/89 [The Horn of Triton]: 

 
To understand planetary surfaces, we must learn the particular history of each 
body as an individual object - the story of its collisions and catastrophes, more 
than its steady accumulations; in other words its unpredictable single jolts more 
than its daily operations under nature's laws."  
 [Gould expected predictability for nature of planets and moons.]  "But then 
Voyager reached Jupiter and the story started to unravel in favor of individuality 
granted by distinct histories for each object....  [Jupiter's Io, Uranus' Miranda, and 
Neptune's Triton contradict/disconfirm rule-based predictions.]  The planets and 
moons are not a repetitive suite, formed under a few simple laws of nature.  They 
are individual bodies with complex histories.  And their major features are set by 
unique events....  Planets [and individuals!] are like organisms, not water 
molecules; they have irreducible personalities built by history." 

 
However, I hasten to add, unlike planets, individuals possess the ability to appraise, 
interpret, and direct the manner in which they respond to these unanticipated life events.  
And that is my central message to you, as you move into a world likely to confront you 
with numerous contingencies, to which you must respond, but which you may influence. 
 Self/character/disposition accrues as a cumulative process; choices have 
consequences:  a chance encounter or an arbitrary choice [cheat/not cheat] channels 
you in one direction, which makes it easier to do it again, and all of a sudden you end up 
over here rather than over there!  And the farther you move over there, the less likely 
you are to get back over here.  It is possible to get back, but doing so becomes more 
difficult after each choice point.  Life trajectories are not fixed or linear; they are 
cumulative, branching at unforeseen and unforeseeable environment induced inflection 
points (AD LIB example of luck in my life:  I was drafted out of graduate school in the 
summer of 1970 - not a good time in the history of our country for that to happen!  But 
my first stop in the Reception Station at Fort Knox was the Personnel branch, which, as 
it turned out, was staffed by ... Psychology graduate students who had been drafted out 
of graduate school!  They needed a replacement, so after basic training, I went directly 
back to the Reception Station to work in that office!: dumb luck).   
 But again, these encounters can be moderated/modulated by coherent, cumulative, 
guiding identity narrative.  Even if we cannot resist, we can influence how we respond,  
AND we can recognize/anticipate the power of circumstances, and choose [wisely!] to 
approach or avoid.  Personality also entails what circumstances we choose to enter, and 
how we respond - interaction. 
 Life is a matter of continuity and change - one's "psychological life story" is a 
coherent, continuing, but substantially unpredictable life narrative that meanders like a 
river as it encounters unanticipated life obstacles.  Dispositions [and "character"] 
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represent a cumulative response to sought and chance events; but what is determinative 
is what we make of our first reaction, and how we choose to respond the second time.   
 
III.  Morality 
 
Finally, let me offer an extended example, as cautionary tale. I also have developed, 
late in my career, an interest in morality, heroism, and evil.  I date that interest to two 
man-made disasters that we all experienced - the attacks of 9/11, and our national 
response to them; and the 2007-2008 financial crisis, with its origins in arrogance, 
hubris, and unregulated greed.  In the latter instance, I was struck by how some reports 
described in heroic terms, individuals whose substantial motivation appeared to be self-
aggrandizement.  It was a short step from my revised stance as a personality 
psychologist to an interest in moral dispositions [which actually had figured prominently 
in the origins of personality theory in this country, but until recently had been of interest 
only within developmental and social psychology]. 
  
These interests led to my course on The Moral Personality in Spring 2013, in which I 
explored with students [several of the most intrepid explorers are in this PHB class!].  
Some of my own tentative conclusions include the following: 
 The construct of a moral personality does make sense, particularly for 
social/principled heroism, albeit less so for brave/reactive heroism; however, moral 
dispositions are not inevitably expressed consistently across diverse situations; they 
should not be expected to be "robust," in an Aristotelian sense.  Like all personality 
dispositions, expression is substantially influenced by the perceived "meaning" [Gordon 
Allport], "press" [Henry Murray], embedding "If ... Then ..." structure [Walter Mischel], or 
"affordances" [James Gibson and F&M's own Professors Owens and Chemero] of the 
situation for the individual.  Moral tendencies are "local" rather than global, and what 
characterizes a person is not merely the intensity of her moral beliefs, but the range of 
situations in which those principles are applied.  As Albert Bandura (1999) has cogently 
argued, humans are remarkably adept at "disengaging" their moral beliefs from 
evaluative judgments about their own behavior, in the interest of maintaining self worth 
and self consistency.   
 As a consequence, it is naive to expect moral "reasoning" to be implemented in 
all situations.  Situations matter, too.  Borrowing an apt descriptor from Mischel, our 
moral behavior, like all our behavior, is characterized by consistent variability:  Imagine 
someone who espouses strong moral principles, and who does not cheat on income 
taxes or in athletic contests, but who has cheated on an exam or paper.  Is she morally 
"inconsistent"?  Does she manifest flaccid rather than robust values?  Or is it that her 
"equivalence classes" [as Gordon Allport put it] for morality include the first two 
situations, but exclude exams/papers? 
 
But the power of the situation should not be over-stated, and too many commentators 
have mis-interpreted the evidence as indicating that the only influence in the 
explanatory story for moral behavior is the situation.  It takes an individual to bring a 
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disposition TO a situation, and to APPRAISE that situation.  Moreover, the fact that a 
situation influences moral behavior, does not preclude the possibility that a moral 
disposition simultaneously influences that behavior.  [[In previous research, I have 
demonstrated that behavior in a Deal or No Deal game becomes less risky as the game 
becomes more difficult - situations matter.  But the rank order of individual participants 
simultaneously was significantly consistent across those situations, such that the 
same individuals tended to display high or low risk taking, in all the games. - individuals 
ALSO matter!]] 
 
Moreover, this is a CUMULATIVE process; our moral behaviors come to reflect, not just 
our moral principles, but also our previous moral actions.  In a very real sense, what 
matters in the evolution of moral tendencies is not just how one responds on the first 
occasion in a given situation; but how one processes, justifies, and forms explanatory 
attributions for that behavior; leading to the larger question of how one responds on the 
second occasion in that situation.  Morality, as I suggested above for behavior 
tendencies in general, develops as a contingent branching process.  Dan Ariely 
provides an excellent description of this: 
 
  "What we find is that a lot of people cheat a little bit.... If we cheat a lot, we 
 face the possibility that we will feel bad about ourselves.... [But] It turns out that 
 you can cheat a little bit and still feel good about yourself...." 
  "I have had lots of conversations with big cheaters - insider trading, 
 accounting fraud, people who have sold games in the NBA, doing in sports.  With 
 one exception, all of them were stories of slippery slopes.  You look at the 
 sequence of events - you look at the end - and you say, my goodness, what kind 
 of monster could do this?  But then you look at the first step they took and say, I 
 can see myself under the right amount of pressure behaving badly.  Then they 
 took another step, another step, and another step.  [They] go down a 
 slippery slope rather than having some vicious, vicious plan.... 
 
  "[Moreover] There is a real trade-off between how much you punish a 
 person who is taking the wrong step if you think about the person [who does not 
 seem to deserve harsh punishment] versus thinking about the organization [in 
 which you] do not want to condone slippery slopes or create tolerance for 
 cheating." 
 
  [human brains work like] "a rationalization machine that is going to 
 rationalize what is good for us in the short term - not what is good for us in the 
 long term and what is good for the organization - rules eliminate some of that 
 [opportunity] to rationalize."   
 
Students did not endorse this idea of slippery slopes when we confronted it in class, 
and I appreciate why - it is comfortable to presume that individual moral principles 
undergird our moral - or immoral - behavior.  And I do agree with that - individuals do 
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differ in moral predispositions, such that moral character does influence behavior.  But 
remember the implications of my points above: situations and personality can have 
simultaneous effects; some situations are more powerful that others; and those moral 
principles themselves are acquired as a cumulative product of what we see ourselves 
doing, and how we assess those actions.  And, echoing John Doris, we do well not only 
to work to shape moral character in our children/students, but also - as a means to 
strengthen and preserve those moral dispositions - to forewarn them about the power of 
situations. 
 
No one would ever accuse me of completely agreeing with the psychologist Philip 
Zimbardo, but I respect his invocation and explanation of Hannah Arendt's phrase, the 
"banality of evil." I also appreciate Zimbardo's advice for resisting the impact of 
undesirable social situations through self-awareness and situational sensitivity.  [For 
example, never make even small sacrifices of "basic personal freedoms for the promise 
of security, because the sacrifices are real and immediate, and the security is a distant 
illusion."]  I believe this advice is worth reflection, before you find yourself - as you will - 
in such a situation.   
 
IV. Conclusion 
 
And so, I hope that you can extract my advice to you, regarding the prospects for "living 
up to" the liberal art education you have received, from what I have said.  We cannot 
anticipate what will happen in our lives, but we can control how we respond, and I hope 
that we have better prepared you to do so.  
 
We know that you will find your path.  Just - be CAREFUL - if you feel the ground 
beneath your feet start to angle downward - step carefully.   
In the words with which my college chaplain ended his services, And now the service 
begins." Thank you. 
 
 
 


